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The Tale of Two Anchors

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/the-tale-of-two-anchors/

It seems no matter how long you cruise and how many times you anchor, you may be improving or
making mistakes, but you are always learning something new.

We have been sailing almost constantly for 9 years and have gone about 3/4’s of the way around our
circumnavigation plan. Until recently, we thought we had experienced almost all types of anchoring
conditions: sand; mud; rocks and coral; deep, shallow, and tides up to 25 feet.  Well, that is until we got
to the Mediterranean. The Med is unique in more ways than one.

When we first showed up in the Med after our long passage from Thailand via the Red Sea and Suez
Canal, we noticed that our old yacht, Sea Turtle, was distinct from almost all the other yachts, which
were more modern and performance-designed or charter boats with the charter company logos pasted on
booms or hulls. They all seemed to have bow thrusters. The other, at first curious observance, was that all
the yachts were carrying copious amounts of ever-deployed fenders and they all had gangplanks hanging
off the stern.
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It should be mentioned that the tide range is only about 2 feet in the Mediterranean Sea, so berthing here
is quite different from what we had ever experienced. Most harbours and marinas have yachts drop
anchor, reverse into a stern-to moorage onto a concrete quay or wharf, and attach stern lines. Each yacht
then makes minor adjustments to their gangplank as the minimal tides dictate. In most harbours, during
the high season, space is limited and marinas are full. This is the situation where many fenders and a bow
thruster were almost a necessity. Sea Turtle had few of the former and none of the latter.

The first time we tried this type of mooring was with a good measure of anxiety, in the packed harbour at
Rhodos in Greece. You see, unlike modern fin keeled yachts that go astern with perfect control, Sea
Turtle is a cutaway/full keeled boat with a mind of its own when backing up. The scene was this seldom-
seen foreign boat meandering in reverse with intermittent prop thrusts, to kick the stubborn stern into
submission, as it aimed for the impossibly confined space between two beautiful yachts, with frantic
owners scrambling on deck with extra fenders to fend off this wretched, itinerant alien!

It all turned out okay and, in fact after that initiation, once we were securely in place, we were accepted.
We prudently went to the local chandlery to stock up on fenders to supplement our four.

We quickly learned an unconventional technique to carry out this type of mooring with proficiency. We
would come steaming straight towards the designated mooring spot, deploy anchor and chain and at the
last moment lock the chain. Sea Turtle would spin around and reverse neatly into spot with maybe one or
two quick prop blasts to keep it straight.

As I was doing this new-found maneuver into a tight spot at a small compact Greek harbour, with a
flanking yacht frantically shouting at us, I calmly, yet unconvincingly, waved not to worry as Sea Turtle
rotated around and backed in perfectly. At that point, no utterance was coming from the neighbour, who
later laughed and said he had never in all his years of sailing, seen such a well-executed yet
unconventional mooring.

Thanks to lessons learned in the Med, we now use this technique even when anchoring out. It’s done like
this: While I am up at the anchor and Judy drops to an idle speed on the helm, I drop the anchor and Judy
steers a straight course until I give a signal (based on distance to where we want to end up and amount of
chain we need out). Judy turns the boat sharply to starboard (our active anchor and chain deploys on the
starboard side of the dolphin striker) and as the boat begins to turn, I lock the chain. The anchor sets,
spins Sea Turtle around to complete the turn and we are done.

Confined anchoring here is not just in the harbours and at the quays, but in some of the tight and busy
coves where the common anchoring strategy is to stern tie to shore. Many times the entertainment is
watching the mayhem as new boaters and holiday charters get out of control in the wind or snag other
anchors and chains. I have had to come to the rescue of a few and have been rewarded with many thanks
and bottles of wine!

Another first for us was bending an anchor. We have three anchors. The primary, and almost always used
bow anchor is our reliable 40 lb CQR. The backup bow anchor is a Bruce of about 30 lbs. On the stern,
we have a Danforth of about the same weight.

One narrow Croatian cove that we tucked into had one other anchored boat. We both deployed our
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anchors off the bow and, to keep us separated and in position, we each ran lines ashore. We have two
stern lines; one is a ½” three-stranded line and the other, that we used this time, is webbing on a spool
that effortlessly spins out and reels in. I attached the web line to the Danforth and wedged it into the rocks
ashore. That night we had some intense gusts from over the hills and at times, was on our beam. The
rocky shore was not far off our port, so it was a fitful night. I was up many times checking to see if we
were dragging. Both anchors held, but, when I went to retrieve the Danforth, I discovered the sideways
force had bent the thick shank. I now have no doubt as to the strength of that webbed line.

Another first, but is actually a second bent anchor, occurred after visiting Venice, where I naively hoped
to drive the dinghy in the narrow back canals, only to learned it was prohibited. We did a three-day,
nonstop trip down the east coast of Italy to the quaint port of Otranto, near the bottom of the heel of the
boot. The small port, with a prominent old town, is protected from all but east winds by a breakwater. The
marina is mostly for local boats and had no space available, so we anchored on the rocky bottom of the
harbour with about four other boats. The first night, and most of the second night, was nice and calm. The
forecasted northeaster came early, and by 4:00 AM, it had us bobbing on incoming waves.

We put up with it until daylight, knowing the anchor might be wound around rock rubble and it would be
best to dive on the anchor and chain to determine the maneuver for retrieval. After jerry-jugging diesel in
the dinghy, I dove to see the anchor situation. We had to motor up on the chain, turn to port, then drift
down a bit over the big CQR to enable the chain to come free off the rock it had hidden behind. It went
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okay for the first part, but not the last. Just as the last of the slack chain was taken up and the bow of the
boat had dipped down, it heaved up. Or attempted to heave up. The anchor remained hooked and the taut
chain gave an unrelenting jolt that sent a shudder through the boat and my nerves. Fortunately, a second
heave released the anchor and with relief, I brought it up and secured it for our departure. That was when
I noticed that the very thick throat of the anchor was askew. This time, there was no doubt as to the
strength of the chain.

After nine years, almost 39,000 NM under the keel, and hundreds of anchorings, we bent two anchors
within a couple of months in this sea of anomalies. I wonder what other lessons or new experiences lay
ahead?

Bluewater Cruising Association has a Bent Mast award. If I had a choice of experiencing a situation that
resulted in a bent mast or one that resulted in a bent anchor, I think I would choose the latter (Hmmm, I
wonder if Bluewater Cruisers would consider having a Bent Anchor Award!).

Cover image: Public Domain

About The Author

Jordan & Judy Mills

Sea Turtle IV - Endurance Centre-Cockpit 35'

Jordan & Judy Mills have been members of BCA since 2005. They embarked on their circumnavigation
in 2009 from Victoria on SV Sea Turtle IV, an Endurance 35. With over 36,000 NM under the keel so far,
they have seen many faraway places like Easter Island, South Chile, Galapagos, and did the coconut run
summering in New Zealand. Then it was over to Indonesia and SE Asia. It wasn’t all sailing; they have
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done extensive land travels along the way. Most recently they did the Red Sea passage and are in the Med
(Summer 2017). As they say, it’s all downhill from there.

_______________________________________________
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Sunshine Coast to the Coral Sea

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/sunshine-coast-to-the-coral-sea/

In the last article from Memories of a Circumnavigation Hugh and Heather continued to explore French
Polynesia and shared their cultural experiences in Vanuatu before going on to Australia. Lets continue to
follow the adventures of Argonauta I, from when they began their journey in 1997 in the Caribbean, until
the completion of the circumnavigation in 2006, when they crossed their 1997 outbound Caribbean track.

Land fall Australia in November 2000 was a tangible achievement and an exciting adventure. Along the
way we had loosely established what we called, “get off” points. These were based upon places where we
might sell the yacht. French Polynesia was one, another was Fiji. Australia offered excellent disposal
opportunities. Since July 1997, we had sailed some 12,000 nautical miles from the British Virgin Islands.
Now though, with one ocean behind us and two to go, we decided to avoid any precipitous decision.

Home Base became Lawrie’s Marina (now Kawana Waters Marina) in Mooloolaba, on the Sunshine
Coast of Queensland, about 100 km north of Brisbane. We planned to be there until April 2001,
nominally the end of cyclone season.
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There we did lots of boat work including replacing the standing rig, engine maintenance as well as hatch
replacement and some interior re-design. First though, we had to adapt the yacht to 220 Volts/50 CPS
electricity. The $600 solution is depicted below.
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Heather sent this e-mail December 2000:

“There are many “live-aboards” at the marina, with a good cross?section of Aussies and overseas
visitors including a few Canadians.  I’m a superannuated “Key Kid” with my key to the gate and
washrooms around my neck. Conversations take place between shower cubicles as we luxuriate in
unlimited hot water. Wisdom is exchanged while watching the machines go round in the laundry room.
There is ample opportunity for parties: Barbie Friday, Chuck Tuesday, birthdays and boat launching
rituals. We just hosted a Pancake Breakfast to share our can of Canadian maple syrup. We’ve brushed
up on Aussie vocabulary: arvo, sticky beak, barracking. In shops people tell me they love my
accent..MOI?”
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“Oz is wonderful and I have achieved most of my short term goals. I’ve been led down the Primrose Path
with Sunday lunches that last from eleven ’til dark and I won $30 at the racetrack. We had a lovely six
days on Lady Elliot, diving, snorkeling and watching birds. Despite the sunshine, Christmas carols are
playing in the stores. We’ve booked a trip on the Indian Pacific Train, crossing the Nullarbor Desert. We
will return to mystical Red Centre, last visited in 1995. Sydney is glittering after the Olympics and I want
to be there on New Year’s Eve. Many people ask, “What next?” On the high seas I fantasized about a
villa in Tuscany, a bookstore with a dog at my feet, even a supermarket in suburbia. My husband dreams
of sailing to Thailand, the Red Sea, or maybe Africa.”

By the time April 2001 rolled around, we had completed many exploratory land trips, including a marina
reconnaissance drive north to Townsville on the Coral Sea, and had decided what was to follow. We
joined the locally referred to Aussie Navy; cruisers who sail to central and northern Queensland each
April. Local yachties go north on a south easterly wind and return end season around September, with a
north westerly breeze. We intended to go as far north as Townsville with this loosely formed flotilla, as
many of the crews had become good friends. In Townsville, we planned to haul the boat and leave her on
the hard throughout next cyclone season, spending the interval in Canada and Europe.
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Conditions on the Sunshine Coast in early April had been severe. A cyclone south of New Caledonia
created havoc. The infamous Wide Bay Bar, which accesses the inside passage behind Fraser Island, was
a maelstrom. At low water, the bar is only 3 metres deep and with 7 metre seas running, it was nothing
but foam and spray. Wide Bay Bar is on the itinerary of most north bound yachts. When the weather
improved, yachts began to move north. Our weather window featured clear skies, winds SSE 10/15 K,
seas about 1 metre. We departed Lawrie’s Marina at 0230 hrs Friday, April 20 in order to cover the 60
NM to the bar by 1400 hrs, two hours before high water.  Locals advised that such timing was the best.
Our bar crossing was smooth and we dropped the hook in Garry’s Anchorage, Fraser Island by 1700 hrs.
Even in mild conditions, bar navigation is not simple. A week after our crossing, a Dutch yacht reportedly
missed the leads and subsequently foundered. Fraser Island, as the largest sand island in the world with
over 100 fresh water lakes, offers wonderful hiking although one needs to be on guard against dingo
attacks. A few days here allowed us to readjust to life on the water before moving further north.

Coastal waters of Australia are shallow, varying from 40 to 200 feet in depth. Winds above 20 knots can
whip up sharp, choppy waves, making for very unpleasant seas. We were fortunate and enjoyed a stable
weather pattern as far as Great Keppel Island, some 180 NM north northwest of Fraser Island.

Early evening found us sailing close hauled in a light northerly wind as we approached the rocks off
Bustard Head, which we needed to leave to port. About midnight we started the motor to be sure to clear
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the rocks. After about a minute, the motor died. Silence! What to do? We immediately reversed course
and let the autopilot steer, while I went into “fault analysis mode”. I found the fuel system full of air.
Eventually, I traced the source of air to the Racor filter assembly. Some air bubbles were visible in the
glass settling bowl. The water drain plug had cracked. We removed the cracked drain plug, replaced it
with one of Heather’s soft rubber ear plugs and sealed it in place with some fast-set 5200 sealant. I then
bled the air from the fuel system. We put the other ear plug in a jar of diesel to monitor its vulnerability to
fuel. For the record, rubber ear plugs proved resistant! Thus repaired, we resumed the passage. By
morning, we had crossed Latitude 23 degrees 30 minutes south, The Tropic of Capricorn: “Tropo” once
again!

Despite violent thunderstorms as a trough passed through the Great Keppel Island anchorage, the weather
quickly settled. At first light we left Great Keppel heading for the Percy Islands, sailing wing on wing for
about 30 NM until the southerly wind died. It was a motor boat trip for the remaining 20 hrs or 96 NM.
Incidentally, the coastal passage north to Townsville is inside The Great Barrier Reef. The Reef is
situated about 60 NM east, becoming closer to the mainland as one progresses north. Understandably,
then Lieutenant James Cook, during his 1770 exploration voyage up the Australian East Coast, was
unaware of the existence of the reef; that is until his vessel grounded on it just east of what is now
Cookstown, where HMS Endeavour was repaired.
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The Percy Islands were delightful. We arrived early morning and anchored off an uninhabited island to
enjoy some isolation. Next day, we moved to Middle Percy Island, which over the past century has been
the home of a series of interesting characters. Traditionally, yachties have anchored here, placed a plaque
with their boat name in a lean?to on the beach and trekked 4 km to the old Homestead where Andrew, a
rather eccentric longtime resident, would kill a feral goat and serve it up. Andrew eventually reached
infirmity and left the Island to yachtie caretakers. We discovered that a gifted and personable young man,
Mick, had just acquired the lease and had taken up residence only six weeks before. He and his wife, Sue,
and three children were living in the homestead and wanted very much to encourage yachties to visit.
Along with three other cruisers, we spent an interesting evening with the family.

Many visiting cruisers seem to race through the islands south of the Whitsundays. This might be because
of weather concerns. Another reason for a fast passage to the Whitsundays is that most visitors are en
route to Asia and beyond. Many Australian cruisers, on the other hand, seem to take their time going
north, being sure to visit island groups such as the Percys. Our enroute stops still reflected a passage
somewhat too fast to do the many islands justice. May 14, we reached the Cumberlands, of which the
Whitsunday Islands are a part. The whole area is an Aussie sailing mecca.

With 8 to 10 knots of wind from the southeast, we were able to sail about half the 45 NM to Keswick
Island. The island is unremarkable but it is a good place of entry into the cruising ground. Next, we opted
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to continue to Thomas Island, some 24 miles north. We anchored on the sheltered north side in an idyllic
bay, which featured four sandy coves and excellent snorkeling. We lazed away the next day. Our
mobile/cell phone was live, albeit somewhat patchy, and we made contact with friends on Only Blue who
were in Cid Harbour, off Whitsunday Island, servicing their anchor winch. We carried on next day to
rendezvous with them and had the inevitable party. I had been concerned to find that the sacrificial anode
on our shaft had been improperly replaced and was rotating freely. I did not have enough puff to replace it
with just a snorkel, so I borrowed an air tank from our friends, used our SCUBA gear to remove and
replace the anode. It took 1,000 psi of air to do the job!

May 21, we moved to Airlie Beach on the mainland. It is the largest of the re-provisioning options in the
Whitsundays, the others being Hamilton Island and Shute Harbour. Most of the islands are national parks
with no commercial development, although there are several posh resorts scattered about. Some of these
resorts welcome cruisers; some do not. None are inexpensive, as they cater to wealthy offshore clientele,
although some of the more modest establishments are reportedly reasonably priced. The two available
marinas at Hamilton Island and Airlie Beach charge triple and double the normal rates respectively, found
in other parts of Queensland. Some anchorages incur a charge levied by the presiding resort, but
otherwise there is no cost to visit any of the islands.

Airlie Beach offers a lot. It is a backpacker centre and young adventuresome types are there from all over
the world. This brings a certain vibrancy to the place. There are many restaurants and communication
facilities and the local business people were friendly and accommodating. We took a high speed dive
boat, Reefjet, out to Bait Reef in the Great Barrier Reef. It was a perfect day and a delight to see the
natural wonder once again.

Dave, of Sail Whitsunday, let us use his slips at Abel Point Marina to leave our dinghy, and he and his
wife kindly invited us to “tea”. Tea is usually dinner and “champers”. “Gidday Gidday , you’re
Canadian, come for tea,” became a familiar and welcome greeting. Aussie hospitality was a much
appreciated aspect of our time in the country. Later, we linked up with more of the Lawrie’s Marina
crowd to climb Whitsunday Mountain (437 metres) for a spectacular view of the islands and afterwards a 
beach barbecue.
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Next day we decided to take up an offer from Sail Whitsunday to spend a day or two in the Abell Point
Marina, Airlie Beach. There we replaced our RACOR filter repair and had an outboard motor serviced.
Time was moving on though, so we decided to continue north. With a steady 20 to 25 knots of wind
behind us, the final 180 NM to Townsville took little diesel and provided some excellent sailing. We
decided against a non?stop passage and enjoyed a couple of nights at sheltered Cape Gloucester and
another at Cape Upstart. We departed Cape Upstart at 0330 hrs June 8 for the final 70 NM to Magnetic
Island, just off Townsville. We were anchored by 1500 hrs, now some 575 NM north from Mooloolaba.

Magnetic Island is a weekend destination for locals. We rented a “moke” vehicle for an Island tour and a
delightful al fresco lunch at The Mango Plantation. It was a long weekend, so we delayed our arrival at
Townsville’s Breakwater Marina until Monday. We sailed the short 5 NM to the Marina and began to
prep Argonauta I for haul out. Several of our buddy boats were also in the Marina doing final
maintenance before the long haul over the “Top End” to Darwin and thence to Asia and the
Mediterranean or to South Africa. We had a final couple of evenings together and then feeling somewhat
wistful, we bid them goodbye, vowing to meet again somewhere.

A few busy days were spent eradicating mildew from the cabins, pickling the water maker, changing
engine oil and filters, shutting down the fridge, removing sails and all canvas: the list was long. Three
helpful marina denizens agreed to act as crew for the haul out, which I had fixed for 0830h Monday, June
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18 at Rosshaven Marine, 4 NM away and about a mile up the Ross River. The crew arrived as arranged at
0700 hrs and in early morning, light airs, we motored to the haul out facility and were on the hard 15
minutes later.

Argonauta I was pressure washed and lowered into a cradle designed to keep her secure in the event of a
cyclone. I was delighted to find the hull in perfect condition, with no sign of osmosis. The next two days
saw us complete final securing before bidding our no longer floating home goodbye. We flew to Canada
June 28, expecting to return to Townsville mid-March 2002. We would then splash the boat and, by the
end of April, set out on the 1300 NM passage to Darwin. From there we planned to continue to Bali,
Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand. By now we were committed to sailing at least as far as the
Mediterranean.

About The Author

Hugh & Heather Bacon

Argonauta I - Beneteau 440

Hugh and Heather left the Caribbean Island of Tortola in 1997. Their route took them through the
Caribbean to Panama. They transited the Canal in May 1999 and once in the Pacific, they explored the
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Galapagos and many South Pacific Island Groups enroute to Australia. September 2002, they departed
Australia sailing North of Africa, first through South East Asia and then the Indian Ocean and up the Red
Sea to The Med.. In 2004 they continued to Southern France. Next year they went on to Gibraltar,
Morocco and the many Atlantic Islands. In January 2006 they departed the Cape Verde Islands and
completed their circumnavigation off Grenada later that month. Two more years in the Caribbean brought
them once again to the Panama Canal and in 2008, Argonauta I arrived in Sidney BC. 

_______________________________________________
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Caution - Rough Emotional Seas Ahead!

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/caution-rough-emotional-seas-ahead/

In April 2018 we left our boat Mazu in San Carlos, Mexico. Like many cruisers with no immediate plans
to sail beyond Mexico, we de-commissioned Mazu and left her on the hard in advance of hurricane
season, then headed back to Canada. With hurricane season now winding down, we are asked regularly
when we are returning to the boat, and what are our plans? Our answer – “We are taking a break from
Mazu.”

Four and a half years ago we bought Mazu with the intention of preparing her and ourselves to sail to
places near and far. Although both of us are sailors, we did not have experience with large keel-boats or
blue water sailing. The learning curve was steep. Besides the boat, navigation and weather, we had a lot
to learn about one another and ourselves.

Choosing to moor the boat at a remote marina where we were the sole live-aboards provided a quiet, yet
isolated, environment for daily living. This arrangement accelerated the rate at which we learned and got
things done on the boat, yet we skipped over developing other vital parts of our lives in the process. We
lacked a community in which we could get a break from one another and develop friendships to fill the
emotional and intellectual gaps not filled by one another. Unlike some others preparing for offshore
adventures, our floating home was not based in a community in which we had deep relationships with
friends and family. The Bluewater Cruising Association provided a vital place in which we met people on
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a regular basis and formed friendships. Still, those meetings did not break us away from all things “boat”.
Then, being away sailing, whether in the nearby Gulf Islands or as far afield as Mexico, did not help with
community building. Of course we did meet people when anchored and at marinas and have made new
friends as a result. Community, however, is something sustained and sustaining. People we would only
see occasionally, if ever again, cannot provide much needed emotional grounding that is the hallmark of a
healthy, well-rounded life.

Kurt Vonnegut has noted that when couples are getting on each other’s nerves, the problem is generally
about loneliness – “Women want a whole lot of people to talk to … about everything. Men want a lot of
pals – and they don’t want people to get mad at them.” So when people start getting annoyed with one
another, really they are saying, “You’re not enough people.” And to become more people it is necessary
to join groups, different kinds of groups, forming a synthetic extended family. (Vonnegut, K., 2013)

For now we are taking a much-needed break from Mazu. Creating a home and a community in downtown
Victoria has helped us to take better care of our physical and emotional health. We’ve joined groups to
feed our intellectual and spiritual needs; (thank you Kurt Vonnegut). In a year’s time we’ll reconsider
what our plans are for Mazu. In the meantime we are rejuvenating and rediscovering who we are beyond
our boat.

References:

Kurt Vonnegut, “If This Isn’t Nice, What Is?: Advice to the Young“, 2013

About The Author

Stefa Katamay

Mazu - Tayana 37

Stefa Katamay and her husband Jürgen Harding bought Mazu, their Tayana37, in 2014 when they joined
BCA. Every year they ventured further from their home dock in Sidney to build their skills. In 2017 they
threw off the dock lines to head south. The plan is to let the plan evolve after getting to Mexico.

_______________________________________________
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Postcards from a Caribbean Winter – Part 1, The Lessor Antilles.

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/postcards-from-a-caribbean-winter-part-1-the-lessor-antilles/

For the past 3 winters we have been sailing Oh!, a 40’ Leopard catamaran, throughout the eastern
Caribbean. The cruising area we enjoy on each of these voyages has ranged from Grenada all the way to
Beaufort, North Carolina. Over the past 3 seasons I have learned to look at the areas where we sail as
three separate cruising grounds: the Lessor Antilles, the British Virgin Islands (BVIs) and the Turks and
Caicos/Bahamas. Each has distinct characteristics; sailing conditions, cultures, geology, geography, flora
and fauna. In many ways, what shaped much of the human history on these islands comes down to, “How
high are the islands and how shallow and protected are the seas around them?” These physical
characteristics played a huge roll in in their history and today create three very different cruising
experiences.

We really enjoy the Lessor Antilles and are returning to them again this year for the fourth time after
crossing the Atlantic in December to complete our “2018 Atlantic Circuit”. Our year started out in
Beaufort N.C. with a passage direct to Antigua. We then cruised as far south as St. Lucia before returning
via the Lessor Antilles, BVIs and Bahamas to Beaufort. From Beaufort we then crossed the Atlantic via
Bermuda, to the Azores, and Madeira Islands. In November and early December we will cruise the
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Canary Islands before setting out on our longest passage yet, another Trans-Atlantic in the trade winds
back to the Lessor Antilles.

Over the next two months we will write 9 articles in this series – three from our winters in the Caribbean,
one on each of the Atlantic Ocean passages, three from the summer in the Azores and one on our autumn
in Madeira/Canary Islands. You may also see many pictures, with captions, at our Instagram site: sv_oh;
and at our website and blog. We hope you enjoy them!

The Lessor Antilles

The Lessor Antilles are a chain of islands stretching from Trinidad in the south to Anguilla in the north.
Geologically, there are three distinct types of Islands in the chain. Low limestone and carbonates
dominate islands with beautiful white sand beaches. Older volcanic islands, that have been highly eroded
and are quite dry with limited beaches, are mostly quartz sands and gravel. Finally the tall most recent
volcanic islands have steep mountains, cliffs and lush tropical rain-forests but few, or very small,
beaches. For our cruising this year, we spent most of time exploring the latter group of islands.

The islands that touch the clouds are: Grenada, St. Vincent, NW Martinique, Dominica, Western
Guadeloupe (Base Terre), Monserrat, Nevis, St. Kitts and Saba. They are rich tropical islands with
everything from rain-forests and high volcanic peaks to lush rich soils and an abundance of locally grown
produce. The higher the island is, the richer its biodiversity. It is not uncommon to find mango and
banana growing wild, or beautiful bird of paradise, wild ginger, orchids, and bougainvillea covered walls
and hedges everywhere, often with many types of hummingbirds enjoying the flowers’ nectar. The bright
flowers and multi-colored homes and businesses provide a beautiful contrast to the many shades of lush
green and blue waters of the Caribbean. Sea birds, Terns, Brown Pelicans and Frigate birds as well as
numerous song birds grace the islands. Spices and a wide range of local produce are found in all the
markets.

There is a direct relation between island height and monthly rainfall. It is unmistakable when visiting
these islands verses the others in the Lessor Antilles and it is backed up by the rainfall statistics recorded
over several centuries. It is the abundance of clean, pure, fresh water captured from the clouds all year
round, that makes these high islands so lush and wonderful to explore. Fresh water brings life for plants,
birds and animals which also enriches the islands for humans. Add to this beauty a European influenced
cultural history going back 526 years since they were first discovered by Columbus, and further yet from
the settlement of indigenous peoples, and there is plenty to explore and experience. You can explore this
rich history through hiking, rum distillery tours, renovated forts, the old town centers, churches,
museums, books and so much more. From the initial roots of colonizing North America and the
Jamestown Settlers, through colonial wars, land swaps, pirates, slave trade, plantations and the more
recent boom in tourism, there is no shortage of fascinating history and local lore to discover. Not a lot is
known about the pre-Columbian inhabitants, the Caribs and Arawak peoples who occupied these islands
for centuries.
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 Beautiful flowers and incredible hiking terrain in the Islands that touch the clouds.

The next layer down the “Elevation Scale” are the much dryer islands of Barbados, S.E. Martinique,
Marie Gallant, Eastern Guadeloupe (Haute Terre), Antigua, St. Bart and St. Martin, as well as numerous
small islands in the Grenadines, Les Saints, etc. These islands are clearly dryer and the lack of abundant,
year-round, fresh water is very noticeable. Desert plants like cactus and prickly pear abound. The older
age and eroded former peaks of these islands has a side benefit – beautiful beaches, coral reefs and a
gentle coastline suited to resorts and modern development.
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 Lots of marine life and snorkeling opportunities in crystal clear waters.

The final layer down the “Elevation Scale” are the low lying Islands of the Grenadines, Barbuda,
Anguilla and Anegada, in the BVIs. With only a few tens of meters of elevation, these islands are best
known for their coral sand beaches, and dry climates. Often the only natural fresh water comes from the
passing of a squall that lasts just a few minutes during the winter season.
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 The powdery soft beaches of the carbonate islands can be all yours

The beaches on these lower, older islands can be truly spectacular, with powdery soft sand and crystal
clear warm, aquamarine waters for swimming. On some of the islands, like Barbuda and some of the
fringing islands of Antigua, you will have the beach all to yourself. The hurricanes from 2017 devastated
infrastructure on Barbuda and heavily damaged Dominica, St. Martin and the BVIs. However, beaches
are resilient and return much quicker than the surrounding buildings. Despite the destruction, we found
the natural beauty still there and waiting to be enjoyed. The benefit was that we often had places to
ourselves and the people, especially on Dominica, went out of their way to welcome us and thank us for
visiting their Island.
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 Fresh produce from local growers fill the markets on the islands that touch the clouds

The joy of cruising in the Lessor Antilles, is discovering the uniqueness of each island with their micro-
cultures and huge variety of things to do. Our favorites are Dominica and the former French and Dutch
Colonies which are now departments of France and the Netherlands. There are so many excellent hiking
trails, sights to see and a large community of cruising yachts to interact with – many of those yachts have
been exploring these islands for years. A simple invitation for wine and cheese or beer and nachos will
lead to great friendships and a wealth of knowledge about places to explore or help finding services you
may need.
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 The hiking in these islands is fabulous with incredible vistas, lush rain forest and waterfalls

The French Islands are particularly easy to enjoy. Clearance and customs are straight forward – just fill in
a computer based clearance form and pay the small fee of 3-5 euros. These computer forms are often
located in restaurants, chandlers, tourist offices, or private service companies, which in itself is so
friendly and welcoming. On most of these French Islands, you never even see an immigration or customs
officer. Marie Gallant was the notable exception where the check in is more of an inconvenience for the
officers rather than the crusiers since they are not yet on the French computer system. After the quick and
simple clearance, there are cafés, markets, and well-stocked grocery stores to explore with reasonable
prices and a wide variety of European and domestic foods and wines to fill the galley. It is all great. The
islands are clean and, well… French, but you don’t need to speak French to have a great experience;
everyone is welcome. This adds another dimension to the flavour of these islands – as well as the great
baking!
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 There is a lot of colorful culture and history to explore in these islands.

Sailing in the Lessor Antilles is quite different from the other areas we have visited. The conditions are
more “robust”. Once the trade winds settle in, they are pretty consistent and bring with them frequent
squalls which can really pack a punch. A typical day will have sunny skies with scattered clouds and the
occasional big squall. Winds are typically 15-25 kts everyday out of the East and NE with some SE
winds. The seas can be anything from glass calm when a high pressure system settles in, which is fairly
rare (I have only seen it two or three times in three seasons), to up to 3-3.5m rolling Atlantic ocean swell.
The swell is typically 1.5 -2 m each day, so it is lively sailing. As one of our guests from the B.C. west
coast said last March, “I wouldn’t even think of going out in these conditions on the Strait of Georgia”.
But then, neither would I.

Down in the islands however, the waves have large periods and are more like big rollers topped with
wind driven chop. Put in a second reef with six or more wraps on the genoa and enjoy the ride! The
sailing can be fantastic and it is usually in brilliant warm sunshine. Just keep an eye out for the squalls;
they move fast in the trade winds and can pack 45 knot winds and torrential rain but pass quickly.

Meeting and interacting with the cruising community is our favorite evening past time. Invite a crew from
a neighboring yacht to share some wine and cheese, or a breakfast coffee and croissant, and it is amazing
the conversations and friendships that develop. We are looking forward to returning to the Lessor Antilles
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and welcoming old friends and new guests on Oh! again this year to share our adventure and the cruising
lifestyle.

Stay tuned for Part 2 of Postcards from a Caribbean Winter – Monserrat, Saba and the British Virgin
Islands (BVIs) to be published next month.

About The Author

Rod Morris

Oh! - 2006 Robertson and Caine Leopard 40’ Catamaran

Rod has been sailing Oh! throughout the eastern Caribbean for the past three seasons offering people the
chance to ”Sample the Cruising Lifestyle”. Rod is currently in the Azores preparing to sail back to the
Caribbean via the Madeira, Canary and Cape Verde Islands. He has enjoyed 8 Caribbean passages and 2
Atlantic Passages (most recently solo) over the past 10 years. You can follow their travels on Instagram at
sv_oh, or find out how you can join them through their website: www.cloudstocoral.com. Rod is a
Professional Geologist, Gliderpilot and RYA Yachtmaster (Offshore) and has been a member of BCA for
3 years. Diane is a Nurse Educator, who loves to travel, explore and enjoy the outdoors. They can be
reached at info@cloudstocoral.com.

_______________________________________________
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Sailing in the Age of Gizmos: Part 2

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/sailing-in-the-age-of-gizmos-part-2/

Last month, in part 1 of “Sailing in the Age of Gizmos” Jean shared information about the systems they
have on Shamata, with a focus on communications. In part 2, Jean will continue to share information
about communications systems, with a focus on weather and navigation aspects.

Predictwind and Iridium Go

To my mind, where the investment in an Iridium Go unit and monthly operating fee really pays off, if you
get past the poor software design of the mail app, is when you start using the PredictWind app. 
PredictWind is essentially a weather app coupled with a routing app. So it is able to receive and display 
GRIB files (those weather data files that display wind speeds, air pressure and a bucket load more of info
for the weather savvy). Given a few parameters to play with, the app can help devise a sailing route under
those wind predictions. There are 3 levels of subscription to this service. We chose the middle one, the
most advanced is really for folks out there racing their boats.
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PredictWind uses four weather prognostic algorithms: two of their own design and the GFS and ECMWF
models. The latter are weather models widely used by big agencies like NOAA and Environment Canada
to help produce their forecasts. So you’re getting the same data as the pros. The PredictWind app comes
as part of the Iridium Web and Mail App package.

Although you have to subscribe to PredictWind to get the benefits of the middle option of services,  the
website offers well produced tutorials to help you make the best use of the app. One of the neat options
PredictWind offers is deciding how you will receive their files. The download page shows five tabs at the
top of the page. You can connect to PredictWind through the web, through Iridium or through regular
email. If you choose to receive the files via email, PredictWind will ask which mail app you want to use
to send the request for the files and eventually receive the requested files. You can choose your resident
mail app or when offshore, the Iridium Mail and Web app.

Although you can download directly to the PredictWind app, the download page has to remain open the
whole time the transfer occurs. That means while you cannot leave that page, otherwise the transfer is
interrupted, you can’t be doing other work on your device. File transfers for PredictWind can take
between 5 -15 minutes, depending on the parameters set on routes and forecast ranges, which determine
file size. We found an easier way was to select the email option for downloads. That avoids having to stay
on the PredictWind page while transfers are ongoing and does not affect transfer times.

One added benefit is that when the GRIB files arrive for PredictWind in the Mail app you can open them
with apps other than PredictWind, like LuckyGrib. When downloading directly to PredictWind the
GRIBs will not be accessible to other apps.

What to Download?

When I started using PredictWind, the route and GRIB downloads were taking hours to complete over my
Iridium Go connection. I wrote to PW and asked why things were so slow. They explained that while
offshore, some of the higher definition GRIBs – which I was requesting – are huge files and, while they
provide great forecast accuracy in coastal cruising, when offshore this level of accuracy is not required.
For regular GRIBs, PredictWind offers a choice of two resolutions: 100km or 50km. I use 50km.

Hundreds of miles at sea, there are few monitoring stations that can provide accurate weather data in
sufficient quantity to help build forecasts close to the level of resolution demanded by high resolution
GRIBs. By switching off that function, file size is greatly reduced and download times became
manageable. The higher resolution GRIBs are only available for coastal areas, and only in some parts of
the world where data is available. For example, sailing down the American west coast to Cabo San Lucas,
those files can be accessed when high bandwidth is available. When in map view in PredictWind, with
the high resolution GRIBs tab switched on, the map displays the areas of the world where that data is
available.

GRIBs can provide more than just wind information. Air pressure, rain, convective available potential
energy (CAPE) and gusts are all data you can add to a GRIB. The rain function is really neat because it
shows areas of high convective activity, specially useful when crossing the ITCZ. The CAPE function
measures the level of instability in the atmosphere and is a good predictor of unsettled weather. Each of
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these layers of information can be viewed separately under the map view in PredictWind or, if you
downloaded the GRIBs in a GRIB viewer app, they can all be displayed and layered at once.

It is possible to request only routing information from PredictWind and skip the GRIBs altogether.
Simply marking on the map a departure and destination point, the result will be a download file about
6-10kb in size. You won’t get the cool looking GRIBs displayed around your route in the map view, but
the numerical wind data will still be available under the «tables» tab in the app. Your possible routes will
be displayed in the map view.

Are GRIBs Enough of a Forecasting Tool?

GRIBs are great because they give you a graphical representation of the behaviour of winds over time.
But they lack a few key essentials for nonprofessional weather forecasters. Basically, they are
uninterpreted data. So how do you get access to that interpretation? There are a few simple ways of doing
this. One is the NOAA ftp site, where you send a set of commands and the NOAA server sends back the
appropriate files, mainly graphical area analysis and forecasts. The list of the these NOAA products is
long and not exhaustive and it can take a bit of research to gather the ones needed for the area required.

Then there’s Saildocs, a free service that operates the same way as NOAA and sends requested forecasts
in text form, gathered from various national meteorological offices (New Zealand, French Polynesia, Fiji,
as well as from NOAA). With these text and graphical forecasts in hand, one can be well-equipped to
assess weather trends and make passage decisions. The next level of interpretation comes from hiring a
professional weather router or routing service. There are many out there with the knowledge to help you
make safe passage decisions. These can be particularly useful for longer passages when forecasting can
become more difficult.

A Few More Weather Bits

LuckyGrib is a neat GRIB file reader that allows layering of all kinds of information contained in GRIB
files. Two ways of using it include in combination with PredictWind and, when connected to the internet,
to directly download GRIBs showing fronts and pressure centres. LuckyGrib allows access to GRIBs
with some weather interpretation added, not just raw data.
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Buoyweather is another service that is great, but can only be accessed on the internet. It is a basic weather
forecasting app providing information using your geolocation.

Windy is an app from the windy.ty site. It provides wonderful graphical representation of real time wind
data as well as 500mb pressure fields and rain accumulation (a great way to keep track of the ITCZ).
However, it only works while on-line.

HF Fax is a cool app for those who, while still wanting to use SSB, do not want the bother or the expense
of a Pactor modem. HF Fax simply records the sound of the fax transmission right off the radio speaker –
or headset or minijack – and reproduces the graphical area broadcast. Buying a short audio cable with
mini jacks will allow most tablets or computers to record the audio from a line level (headset) audio radio
output. One downside is the fax transmission squeals while recording.

Barometer Plus is a final app to keep track of pressure trends; a great indicator of incoming weather.
Unlike a regular barometer, this app shows pressure trends over hours, days, weeks, or longer. It requires
a tablet with a barometer sensor. Some IPad Pros offer this option.

Electronic Navigation

Now that GPS is an integral part of our lives, the marketplace is ripe with digital navigation products, I
made the choice of redundancy early on and started collecting different apps and seeing how they were
suited or not to my navigation needs. We use a RayMarine C-95 chart plotter with Navionics charts. Our
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IPad runs INavX, using Navionics charts, and Ovitalmap, a Google Earth overlay charting tablet app. I
find the IPad easier for passage planning with INavX. It’s great to access navigation information when
you’re away from the binnacle and the chart plotter. It is also good for back-up should the chart plotter
die.

Since we have a laptop, I then found an app that could run a free navigation program called OpenCPN.
This software has been around for a while, is free and programmers are continually updating it. I use it as
a back up for electronic navigation. It can use the free NOAA charts and, if run under Windows, you can
overlay Google Earth maps. This process is well described on the OpenCPN site. It requires a GPS USB
receiver connected to a laptop and offers extremely accurate fixes, complete with the level of detail only
Google Earth can provide. In places in the world where traditional charts are sometimes way off, using
Google Earth overlays is much more accurate.

 OpenCPN
chart sample (https://opencpn.org/OpenCPN/info/chartsource.html)

In order to use the Google Earth overlays, the underlying files that compose the Google Earth display,
called KAP files, have to be loaded onto your device. One way to do this is, while on-line, to
manually select the areas of interest. It is important to adjust the zoom level on Google Earth to provide
enough useful detail to navigate safely. This process can be time consuming when trying to cover huge
areas. It is also possible to share with other sailors KAP files stored on a hard-drive.
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GE2KAP

A final level of redundancy are paper charts, especially as a lightning strike could disable all the
electronics on board. Besides, paper charts are great for passage planning.

Useful Bits

AIS has made cruising a lot safer in the last few years. The ability to «see» other vessels, their tracks,
closest points of approach (CPA) and a few other boat details, has made collision avoidance a lot easier.
Nothing replaces good traffic watching practices on board as not all vessels have AIS transceivers, but the
ease of identifying traffic provided by AIS certainly adds to safety.

We opted for an AIS transceiver – both receiving signals form others and putting out our own for the
world to see – the price difference between a receive-only unit and a transceiver is negligible. We did not
add a separate VHF antenna for the AIS transceiver, but simply use a signal splitter to the one VHF
antenna, where both our VHF radio and the AIS share the antenna. The radio is given priority over the
AIS in case of conflict.

AIS capable VHF radios are also available, making it unnecessary for an additional AIS unit. However, it
is unclear if these all-in-one radios are recieve-only.
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Wifi Booster

This last piece of electronics, a wifi booster, is nice to have on board. While there are all-inclusive units
available, we bought the Groove 2 antenna that has a built-in router and connects to a home device wifi
router to create the local network on the boat. However, access from the boat to an accessible on-shore
internet network is rare. Most times, you end up at a café and, for the price of a cup of tea or a drink, you
can browse to your heart’s content. In some countries, like French Polynesia where phone service and
data services are separate, purchasing a local SIM card and a few hours worth of data works is simpler.

Groove WiFi Booster

Last Thoughts

For us, getting ourselves and the boat ready was a matter of 4-5 years. From the time we bought the boat
to the time we left, we were faced with many choices. Many of which turned out to be useful additions to
our cruising life. I enjoy technology and I thrive on getting things to work and accessing information. I
enjoy that cruising allows me to gain a better understanding of these systems, of the information they
provide and of how to use them efficiently to make our cruising more enjoyable. This might not be for
everyone. Some cruisers prefer a simpler way to go about their travels and there is nothing wrong with
that approach. In fact, a reduced reliance on technology may lead to fewer system failures. Given the
amazing array of technical possibilities that exist for cruisers, I feel I would be missing out on the
opportunity to «augmented» my experience with the insights these technologies offer.

About The Author

Jean Baillargeon

Shamata - Discovery 47 sloop

Jean and his wife Helen have been sailing their Discovery 47 Shamata offshore since August 2017. Their
plan is for a 3 year cruise with plans to visit Micronesia, Japan and Alaska before returning to
Vancouver... maybe.

_______________________________________________
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Exploring the Algarve and the Southwest Coast of Spain

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/exploring-the-algarve-and-the-southwest-coast-of-spain/

We landed in the Algarve region in Portugal after our first crossing of the North Atlantic. The Algarve is
the southern portion of Portugal, it is a tourist mecca for Europeans, in particular the Irish and the
English. We found there was much more English spoken here than when we were in Brazil. The Algarve
features miles and miles of lovely beaches, with several rivers that are navigable and eminently worth
exploring.

Portugal has a rich maritime history. During the 15th and 16th century, Portuguese explorers discovered
the island of Madeira and the archipelago that is the Azores. Bartolomeu Dias, a Portuguese sailor, was
the first European to sail around the Cape of Good Hope in South Africa. Vasco da Gama left Portugal in
1497, rounded the tip of Africa and, after trading with the African and Arab nations along the east coast
of Africa, ended his voyage in Calcutta, India. He was credited with finding an ocean route which would
allow the Portuguese access to the Indian spice routes. This was a very important economic boost for
Portugal. It is even said that Portuguese sailors discovered the island of Saint Helena, which is in the
middle of the South Atlantic, but kept it secret for decades, so they could have access to fresh water and
provisions to themselves.
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We landed in the city of Lagos, just east of the southwest corner of Portugal. Our first view of mainland
Europe, as we approached Lagos, was a stupendous rock formation along the coast. We spent a day at the
marina, checking in to the country, drying out, stocking up on groceries and exploring the old town. As
we continue our journey we anchored at the mouth of a delta about 15 nm away from the town of Alvor.
The buoys to enter further into the delta were not in the correct places and we almost went aground as the
currents had shifted the sand. Alvor’s history is that of a fishing village and its narrow and twisty streets
follow the outline of the port. Access to the ocean is through the marshy delta and there is a string of
beautiful beaches along the isthmus that is between the delta and the ocean.

We sailed up and explored the Guadiana River which is the border between Portugal and Spain. As soon
as we left the coast, I was thrilled to see fields of olive trees on the hillsides! There was very little sailing
as we moved up the river, but the changing countryside was fascinating. The land went from the flat coast
to rolling hills to steep sided hills where the river had cut its way through. We stopped for the night at
Alcoutim, anchoring in the river downstream from the town, and dinghied to the dock. The local museum
described the hostilities that took place between Portugal and Spain and indicated where cannon balls
were lobbed across the river at each other. The Spanish town was at a slightly higher elevation, providing
a huge advantage. We were able to sail on the way back down the river and it was a lovely experience. In
the solitude and silence under sail, we could hear the cattle lowing and a man banging a dish calling his
goats.

We sailed down the Spanish coast and stopped at a marina in the town of Mazago. We took a bus to
where replicas of the Nina, Pinta and Santa Maria were said to have departed and read about the
voyages of Christopher Columbus.  I really wanted to climb the rat lines on the replicas to see if I could
handle the ropes and the heights. Unfortunately, insurance issues would not allow it so my plan was
thwarted. I will just have to see if I can sign on to sail on a tall ship and get a real chance to try it.
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Our next major adventure was going up the Guadalquivir River to Seville, Spain. This river trip was not
as scenic as the Guadiana as the countryside is mostly delta with hills visible on the horizon. We
anchored in the river, among fishing boats, about half way to Seville. It was a harrowing experience due
to the tidal river flow and our inexperience with these Spanish boats with big nets hanging off the boats.
When the tide is running down the river, it is useless to try and motor against it as you make only about
one knot against the tide and current.

Upon arrival in Seville, we tied up at a rundown marina, but there was a direct connection by bus to the
downtown tourist area. We had a wonderful time visiting the Cathedral of Saint Mary of the See,
consecrated in 1507. This was the largest Cathedral we had ever visited. It was massive, with wide
cavernous areas for worship, and held unbelievable riches in furnishings, carvings, and paintings.
Wealthy patrons sponsor certain areas, in separate rooms off the main worship area, dedicated to specific
saints. As a place of refuge, the cathedral could have held thousands of people. The courtyard in the
center of the cathedral had rows and rows of Seville orange trees. The path up to the bell tower, with its
commanding 360-degree view of the city, is very wide and, as they used to ride horses to reach it, has no
steps.
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We toured the famous bull ring, the Real Maestranza de Caballeria de Seville, that was given royal
consent to be constructed in 1730 and, after many stops due to the Spanish monarch prohibiting further
construction, it was finished in 1881. The culture and tradition of Spain oozed from every part of the
building. Standing in the middle of the bullring, gazing at the beautiful architecture, imagining the swoop
of the matador’s cape and the charging of the enraged bull, gave me goose bumps. We attended a night of
flamenco dancing and I was thrilled with the guitarists and the machismo the male dancers displayed with
every taunting movement of their bodies. The foot stamping added to the magical atmosphere as the
female dancers swirled in their colorful, long, multilayered skirts.

After our trip back down the river, we sailed overnight to the city of Cadiz, which is the last major port
before sailing down the Straits of Gibraltar. Cadiz has a big Moorish flavor to its culture and architecture.
It was a long walk into town from the marina, but it was very scenic along a sea wall that had been built
for protection from marauders and to keep the sea from washing away the city. In the old town, we
meandered through the very narrow alleys, getting lost and having to navigate by the sun. I was very
disappointed in the paella that I ordered in a tiny shop on a corner where we sat outside to people watch
and consume our fare. There was a modern part to the city as well and we were able to find some much
needed boat parts.

On Barry’s 65th birthday we had a glorious sail down the Strait of Gibraltar. We tied up in a marina
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in Spain that is just a hop, skip and jump from the border with Gibraltar where it is substantially less
expensive. After almost two months of getting along in a foreign language, it was great to order food in
English and know what you were going to get. We took a bus to the base of the “rock” and joined a tour.
The tunnels blasted by the British during the first and second World Wars were mind boggling. The
network of tunnels had holes for cannons and large guns to defend against a possible German invasion.
Barry’s back started acting up, but he found some relief at a clinic in Gibraltar, so we decided to sail on.

We did an overnight passage and arrived in Almerimar, Spain. It had a great marina and officials there
were very accommodating to foreign cruisers. Barry became incapacitated by his back pain. We visited an
English-speaking doctor and eventually she arranged for Barry to see a specialist. Within two weeks we
had a diagnosis and his problem was fixed. We do not carry health insurance but the bill for two local
consultations, two specialist appointments with an interpreter, an MRI and an X-ray was only $1,100
CAD. It would have cost us more for a return flight home and I doubt we could have accessed services so
quickly.

We then made the decision to sail home and complete our circumnavigation before Barry’s back flared
up again. I really wanted to visit France, so Barry agreed to a road trip. We rented a car and traveled
along the coast to Barcelona, crossed the Pyrenees, and drove up the south coast of France to Marseilles. I
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had read so much about the war years that I thought I was in heaven when we were in the old port sipping
a glass of red wine and savoring our bouillabaisse. We stood on the steps where they filmed, The French
Connection, and visited chocolate shops, bakeries and ateliers of artist who populated the narrow streets
in the area. There is a huge Arab population in France and, dining near the water in Marseille, you would
swear you were in Morocco or Algeria. All the signs are in Arabic, many people wear long robes and
head dresses, and restaurants offer donairs, pitas and the enticing smell of lamb.

On our way back to the boat, we stopped in Valencia and visited the port where the America’s Cup was
staged. We also had a chance encounter in a small town with a festival. It involved vendors cooking vast
pots of fish-based stews and bands blasting music. People were lined up with plates clutched in their
hands while a long row of chefs tended their offerings. Our Spanish was not good enough to ascertain
exactly what was being celebrated but, whatever it was, it involved the whole family, a big party and
much feasting. We stopped at a beach that was crowded with sun bathers and I went swimming for my
first and last time in the Mediterranean. It was late in the year, so the water temperature was coolish rather
than the warm bathtub temperatures of the Indian Ocean.

We returned to Cat’s-Paw IV and prepared to sail back to North America. We decided to visit Morocco,
the Canary Islands, the Cape Verde Islands and then re-cross the Atlantic to Barbados. Our dream of
sailing around the Mediterranean for a couple of years and gunk holing through Italy and the Greek
Islands was over. I was very disappointed not to be able to continue but I figured that having a healthy
husband and completing our circumnavigation together superseded my need to see the countries that
bordered the Mediterranean. After being on the boat for 10 years, I felt the pull of family and aging
parents and I was becoming a bit jaded with planning adventures in new countries. It was time to head for
home.

About The Author

Ann Lange

Cat's-Paw IV - Fast Passage, 40, Cutter rigged

Members of the VI Chapter and the Fleet of 2006, Ann and Barry completed their circumnavigation in
May 2017, when they returned to Golfito, Costa Rica. The winter of 2018 saw them bring Cat’s-Paw IV
up the Pacific coast of Central America and sail into the Sea of Cortez. They plan to be snowbirds for a
few years, wintering in Mexico.
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Notice of BCA Annual General Meeting - December 12, 2018

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/notice-of-bca-annual-general-meeting-december-12-2018/

Notice is hereby given to all BCA members:

Annual General Meeting and Election of Directors

Date: Wednesday, December 12, 2018

Time: 1930h (doors open at 1900h)

Location:  Scottish Cultural Centre, 8886 Hudson Street, Vancouver BC

The business of the AGM will include a review of 2017 and 2018 YE Financial Statements (BCA’s fiscal
year now ends on June 30) and operations reports.  There will also be elections for the offices of
Commodore, Vice Commodore, Secretary, and Treasurer.

Members interested in any of these positions are invited to submit their names to the Chair of the
Nominations Committee, Past Commodore Jennifer Handley.  You can see the current Board of Directors
and learn about the responsibilities of officers in the BCA’s Bylaws and Constitution, Part 7 – Duties of
Officers.
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In addition, the Calgary Chapter,  Vancouver Island Chapter and Vancouver Chapter will each
respectively present a candidate for election to the office of Chapter Vice Commodore for their chapter.

Voting may be done in person or by proxy.  Members who do not receive a Proxy form at their local
November Club Night (December Club Night in Calgary) will have the opportunity to submit a Proxy by
email.

BCA’s Board of Directors looks forward to hosting the AGM which immediately precedes the
Vancouver Christmas Social and Awards Presentation;  please show your commitment to the association
by making every effort to attend and/or register your vote.  If you have any questions about the AGM,
please contact Jennifer Handley, BCA Past Commodore.

 

About The Author

Jennifer Handley

Camdeboo - Lavranos 50 Cutter-Rigged Sloop

Jennifer Handley and Campbell Good sailed Camdeboo to the South Pacific in 2006 with their two
daughters, a niece, nephew and Jennifer’s brother. By the time Camdeboo returned to Victoria in 2011,
she had 25,000 nm under her keel, visited 14 countries and 27 people had come aboard as crew. Jennifer
was BCA Commodore 2014-2016 and happily took on the role of Past Commodore in 2017.

_______________________________________________
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Casting Off: Breaking Free on the Home Front

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/casting-off-breaking-free-on-the-home-front/

Thinking of casting off and heading for exotic anchorages? What about everything and everyone that
you’re leaving behind?

This brand new course, created for BCA by Rick Ellis, tackles topics on the home front that are often
taken for granted or left until the last minute; including housing, family and friends, finances, insurance,
planning for emergencies at home, etc.

Many of these decisions involve things that are, or have been, very important to us, so deciding what to
do can be stressful and some of the options can be expensive.

Instructor

Rick Ellis is a BCA lifetime member, who brings his years of boating experience and professional
facilitation expertise to his popular, “must do” course: The Psychology of Voyaging, and his new docking
skills course.

Photo Credit: Kelly Kamowski via CartoonStock 
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Troubleshooting Electronics & Electrical Systems

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/troubleshooting-electronics-electrical-systems/

Part II of the “In Preparation for Cruising” series with instructor Jeff Cote of Pacific Yacht Systems will
cover troubleshooting electrical and electronics systems. It will also provide details on energy planning,
as well as jury rigging and repairs while on the water.

This course is intended for any cruising boater, not just the skipper, who wants to learn more about
electricity and electronics in the boating environment.

A systems design engineer (BASc), Jeff is actively involved in the National Marine Electronics
Association (NMEA) and is a member of its Certified Marine Electronics Technician development
committee. As Western Canada’s only NMEA instructor, he holds a NMEA advanced marine electronic
installer certification; he also holds marine electrical certification through the American Boat and Yacht
Council. Jeff is a certified installer of Raymarine and Garmin electronics.

_______________________________________________
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Learn About Your Yacht's Electrical System

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/learn-about-your-yachts-electrical-system/

This course is for boaters who want to start to prepare the electrical systems of their boat for cruising.
Understand what each electrical component does, how it interacts with the other systems and ensure that
you have them connected properly.

Once you have the basics, learn how to maintain your electrical system properly and safely. This is the
first of a two part series entitled “In Preparation for Cruising” offered by the Calgary Chapter with
instructor Jeff Cote.

A systems design engineer (BASc), Jeff is actively involved in the National Marine Electronics
Association (NMEA) and is a member of its Certified Marine Electronics Technician development
committee. As Western Canada’s only NMEA instructor, he holds a NMEA advanced marine electronic
installer certification; he also holds marine electrical certification through the American Boat and Yacht
Council. Jeff is a certified installer of Raymarine and Garmin electronics.

_______________________________________________
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Annual General Meeting, Awards Presentations and Christmas
Social

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/annual-general-meeting-awards-presentations-and-christmas-
social/

All BCA members in good standing are invited to attend the Annual General Meeting (AGM) on 
December 12, 2018 at 1930h. AGM details can be found here.

After the business meeting and the election of officers for 2019, BCA’s 2018 Cruising, Service and
Perpetual awards will be presented.

Post-AGM Potluck Social

If your last name begins with A-K inclusive, please bring a dessert to share; if your last name begins
with L-Z, bring an appy. Please bring enough finger-food for you and at least two other people, so there
will be plenty of food to go around.
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Image attribution: Dimitris Siskopoulos CC BY 2.0
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VI Mid-Island Special Event - Christmas Potluck

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/vi-mid-island-special-event-christmas-potluck/

Join super hosts Rob and Grace at their home on Protection Island for a Christmas Potluck.  Bring a dish
and your drink of choice and join 21 others for an evening of festive fun.

What to Bring

A dish to share for the Potluck and your beverage of choice.

How to Get There

The Protection Island Ferry leaves Nanaimo at 10 minutes past the hour and will deliver you to the Island.

RSVP

Please RSVP to Rob Dodge or by phone 250-753-1245. When you RSVP you will be given the address
for the event. Please let Rob know what you might bring so that suggestions may be offered to those stuck
for an idea.

The Dodge’s can accommodate a maximum of 22 people – RSVP early!

_______________________________________________
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VI South Club Night / Social

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/vi-south-club-night-social/

All members of BCA are warmly invited to join the BCA VI South chapter in celebrating the holidays at
our annual social on December 18.

We will have a brief report on the AGM and confirmation of board members, as well as a celebration of
some of our members and their cruising achievements and contributions to BCA with an awards and
recognition ceremony.

Of course, there will be plenty of time to socialize with other members and compare notes on this past
season as well as sharing plans for the next.

The VI Watch will be providing appies and desserts, with the Chartroom open as normal for a no-host
bar.

Please note that this evening is open to BCA members only, we look forward to welcoming guests once
again to our January club night. Festive dress is encouraged!

Please do join us for an evening of fun and friendship while lending your support to those who have won
awards this past year!

Our very best wishes for a Happy Holiday and amazing New Year!

_______________________________________________
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